4.0 APPRAISAL OF SPECIAL INTEREST
4.1 General Character
Carnyorth is made up of three distinct elements, Carnyorth Hill, the old village, inward –
looking around its ancient town place; Carnyorth Terrace, a mining hamlet set around a
triangular strip of common land; Falmouth Place, a series of parallel cottage rows slotted in
amongst old mine dumps and field boundaries. No matter that they stand only a few yards
apart from each other, physically and visually they all look into their own spaces; contact is
made difficult, not easier, by the busy main road which does not encourage pedestrian
access between the hamlets; alternative routes are lacking. What ties them together is
their place in the landscape, although this has been somewhat compromised by the
prairie-like reshaping of the lands to the west of the village.
There has been less building in any part of Carnyorth since the mid 19th century than
almost any other of the St Just mining settlements. They retain not only an almost
complete historical shape and morphology, but an overwhelming preponderance of historic
structures with very few recent additions. Despite the ravaging of much of the immediate
landscape setting, despite the intrusiveness of the B3306 running through the village, and
despite some poor alterations and extension to historic buildings and intrusive and
inelegant hard standings and landscaping (particularly in Falmouth Place), Carnyorth
remains one of the best places to get a sense of what small 19th century
industrial/agricultural communities in the extreme West of Cornwall were like.
There are few facilities in Carnyorth (and indeed never were that many), neither shops nor
public house, and no longer a school or Chapel (both converted to residential). There are
only limited local employment opportunities or economic activities - the breaker’s yard/carrepair works at the Carnyorth Mine site, a cottage plant sales/nursery outlet, two working
farms, and the Adventure centre at the Old School. Otherwise Carnyorth is a pleasant, if
remote, residential area, with an increasing number of holiday lets, some in converted
outbuildings. The very nature of its self-contained, inward–looking, secretive and sheltered
character makes it an attractive location; the road is both a blight, and an important lifeline
to the outside world.
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The now converted Methodist Free Chapel with the tell tale signs of conversion with the
inserted first floor visible through the windows and refuse containers outside.

4.2 Surviving Historic Fabric
Pre-industrial
The 18th century or earlier farm site survives, the dog leg in the road at
probably representing the original farmyard, or townplace. There are
18th/early 19th century cottages and good ranges of outbuildings of
18th/19th century date in Carnyorth Hill, which appear to be agricultural in
origin.

Carnyorth Hill
a number of
indeterminate
character and

Industrial
There is very little survival of the mining buildings and sites themselves, the dumps and
field boundaries of both the early and later phases having been largely cleared, shafts
infilled, and buildings demolished. There are scant remains surviving at the principal site
in the builder’s yard, so that the topography of the settlements themselves probably
preserves most evidence of former working lodes and dumps.
The impact of the earliest late 18th and early 19th century phase of industrial activity on
surviving elements of the settlements is difficult to distinguish from any purely pre-industrial
activity in the old townplace area at Carnyorth Hill. Surviving buildings may be 18th century
in origin, and may have been built or adapted for use as industrial buildings. The recently
rebuilt buildings on the west side of the Hill probably fall into this category.
The mixture of scattered cottages and outbuildings, probably originally smallholdings, in
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the area to the south of the townplace survives in general form, although there has been
considerable loss of what were probably non-residential buildings; perhaps the only
cottage not to survive was that which stood in what is now the rear lane between
Carnyorth Hill and the Terrace. Carnyorth Terrace and the cottages on the south side of the
green survive in full, although many of the outbuildings along this southern edge of the
green have gone.
Essentially the extent and form of the village in 1841 survives today, especially around
Carnyorth Terrace, together with the additions of the (1857-1880) on the west side of the
main road, the rebuilt Atlantic View, and the school and chapel.
At Falmouth Place there has been a small loss of one or two outlying cottages, despite
this, and although the topography and layout of the hamlet is difficult to see on the ground
because it is so overgrown and littered, the cottages and rows and the closes they stand in
are very much as shown on the 1841 Tithe Map.

Rebuilt c1860 Atlantic View stands as a grand Victorian House, looking down over the
settlement. Although recently re-roofed, with dormers added it retains much of its special
character, including elegant sash windows.
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Properties on Carnyorth Hill are tight to the road. The varying roof heights and angles add
interest .

4.3 Architecture, Geology & Building Materials
Carnyorth has a wide range of buildings which typify the industrial settlements of the St
Just mining area. There are examples of residential and agricultural buildings, miners
smallholding cottages, single and in pairs along with long rows of cottages, typical of those
associated with the 19th century industrial settlements. There survive some good examples
of outhouses and workshops and apart from the higher status farmhouses in the old
hamlet there is also a mine captain's house, school and chapel.
Residential properties are two storey and without exception, the historic structures are built
in granite, originally all with slate roofs - there is no surviving evidence of thatching. Most
roofs are now artificial slate, although some original wet laid slate roofs survive on
cottages and, fortunately, on some of the more prominent houses; this is especially so in
Carnyorth Terrace. There is some variation over both date and status in the way the
granite is cut and used, although the use of larger dressed stone blocks is mostly limited to
the larger houses in Carnyorth Terrace, and other diagnostic dating features such as stone
stacks are found either on known early buildings such as those at Sunset Farm/Carnyorth
Hill, or those known to be higher status and built for some deliberate show of social
position, such as no. 20 Carnyorth Terrace. A number of cottages in Carnyorth Hill have
been rendered or painted, the latter is unnecessary on granite and is particularly
unfortunate on the early no. 10.
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Buildings are constructed of granite under slate roofs. Windows traditionally were sliding
sash while early chimney stacks were stone, in the 19th century brick was more common

4.4 Spaces, Views & Vistas
All three hamlets in this group have few prominent buildings which stand out in distant
views across the plain, or from up on the moors. From the immediate locality, the approach
from the north is focused on the Chapel in Carnyorth Hill, and the group of buildings here
forms a very important gateway into the protected, inward looking environment of the
hamlet. The tight turns of the road, and the views up and down the short straight stretch of
hill in the centre, create an ever changing sequence of buildings, with glimpses into
enclosed yards and shared spaces giving a very definite sense of place, with nearly every
building playing an important role in the streetscene. A more private and softer area, with
gardens and overgrown green closes more in evidence, lies off the road to the east, along
the track to the rear of Carnyorth Terrace.
The turn of the road around Carnyorth Terrace, whichever direction one is travelling in, is a
shift into a different space and time, so that the Terrace and the Hill might be half a mile
apart rather than a few yards, so completely different is the spatial quality. Here is a
broad, tapering village green, running up into a long green lane to the focal point of Atlantic
View at the highest, eastern end, and beyond that the fields and high moorland. It is a well
defined space, dramatically enclosed and controlled by the good quality buildings. On the
west side of the road there was formerly an area of mining waste and open moorland, now
reclaimed, improved and characterless and featureless, with a rather shapeless collection
of buildings - an old row, three nondescript bungalows, a simple, well-detailed bus shelter,
and beyond them all, hollowed out of the remaining mine dumps, a tatty yard of tin sheds
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and trucks on the site of the old engine houses.
The starkness of the view makes the good school buildings even more of an eyecatcher
from the western and southern views, particularly as its walled playground is so
prominently built up from the old level of the Moor.
Falmouth Place is one of the most intimate and obscured places in the area. Nearby
Botallack must have been very similar in the early stages of development, but whereas
Botallack has a manicured and trimmed look, with new houses and bungalows in the
closes, throughout Falmouth Place the hedgerows are deeply overgrown, the small greens
are likewise overgrown and collecting rubbish and discarded cars, and parking is provided
in fairly informal spaces on the side of the road. It does give an indication of how these
cottages, exposed on the west to the open land and wind coming off the sea, can actually
be locally very sheltered behind the hedges and neighbouring cottages. The views from
the lanes and tracks leading west to the coastal zone clearly reveal Falmouth Place on the
edge of the former Carnyorth Moor as standing amongst dumps virtually as high as the
buildings themselves.
This inward-looking sense of enclosure is no doubt partly responsible for the lack of clarity
as to what are the front, and what are the back elevations of the cottages, leading to
overscaled and poor extensions often on both elevations. There are several small lanes
and access paths to gardens and cottages which provide interest, but it makes it difficult to
get an idea of spatial quality. What could be an interesting route up into the moors past
Carnyorth Farm is actually a squalid and uninviting area.

The view from the corner of Carnyorth Terrace looking across the area of former common
Moor towards a former smallholders cottage and attached barn south towards Falmouth
Place (right)
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View north from Falmouth Place towards Carnyorth Terrace (foreground) with the former
school (left) and buildings on Carnyorth Hill rising behind, with the Chapel taking the
highest point in the settlement
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4.5 Character Areas
The three parts of Carnyorth sit very differently in the landscape, and have a different
shape and form to each other, reflecting their varied historical origins and development
histories.
4.5.1 Carnyorth Hill
Carnyorth Hill, on the higher ground, is the focus of longer vistas, while the tight turns of
the road, and the views up and down the short straight stretch of hill in the centre, create
an ever changing sequence of buildings. There are glimpses into enclosed yards and
shared spaces giving a very definite sense of place, with nearly every building playing an
important role in the street scene. A more private and softer area, with gardens and
overgrown green closes more in evidence, lies off the road to the east, along the track to
the rear of Carnyorth Terrace.
While the whole village stands against the skyline when seen from the south, from the
northern approach it is the chapel that stands as sentinel. Dated 1886, it is a simple
granite structure with a distinctive cement-washed slate roof that towers over its
neighbours.
It was formerly joined to the rooms behind, a link that has recently been demolished
leaving raw edges. It has a direct relationship with the road and, with no intervening
pavement, its roles as landmark and enclosing feature are emphasised. This sets it apart
from the adjacent older buildings that pre-date the turnpike, and look into a former town
place – a self-contained private space shared by the houses, but which excludes the
casual passer-by, and forms a welcome enclave for the residents against the sometimes
heavy traffic running through the village.
Opposite the Chapel, on the west side of the road at the northern end of the village is an
unusual hipped industrial or workshop building at the rear of the good adjoining row. This
is a very prominent and important group in itself with its relatively unaltered elevations and
roofs, front garden walls, surviving outhouse block and curbed and metalled forecourt.
Amid later 19th century cottages are several very important early buildings. Sunset Farm is
an 18th century cottage, standing hard by the road. The gables have been raised, and the
building refenestrated in the mid 19th century, but archaic features such as the stone
stacks, the use of small moorstone granite, the original one and a half storied height, the
small square windows all point to an earlier origin.
The same features are evident on no. 14, the large house immediately adjoining to the
south, which shows much more evidence of rebuilding, particularly in its slightly recessed,
rendered front elevation. It too has a raised roof, stone stacks, and small square windows,
as well as very well squared and coursed moorstone construction, an indication of
relatively high status, suggesting this may actually have been the principal, perhaps late
medieval, farmhouse. Internally it has a very large fireplace with bread oven. A third,
probably 18th century, cottage lies to the north of Sunset Farm, and although now painted
white, shows the same range of early characteristics.
There is a good series of surviving outbuildings in this central core (some of those,
especially on the west side of the village, may have been industrial in origin rather than
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agricultural); most stood empty, roofless and decaying for a long time but there has
recently been much repair, re-building and conversion to residential use.
To the south-east of the old town-place and set back off the road, but still prominent on the
bend, is a group of former smallholdings, with cottages and some ruined and fragmentary
buildings standing in small closes, forming a link with Carnyorth Terrace. No. 19 Carnyorth
Hill in particular is relatively unaltered and has a good surviving outbuilding range. Three
mid-late 19th century cottages/half-houses fill in the remaining space between Carnyorth
Hill and Carnyorth Terrace; they are less obviously part of the mixed agricultural/industrial
character of the old hamlet and paradoxically, given they are later, show a relatively higher
degree of alteration.
Even on the main road, this is a wonderfully intimate and small scale townscape stepping
up the hill, with Cornish hedges lining the road between buildings and an interesting array
of granite steps and walls – where parking has broken into this pattern it has been to the
detriment of the overall character – and some of the roadside areas have become illdefined and unwelcoming.
The presence of the busy road (a major touring route in the holiday season as well as the
main link between the coastal communities) is a continuous problem in Carnyorth Hill. It
increases pressure on off-road parking, makes the place intimidating and dangerous for
pedestrians and cyclists, and scarcely invites anyone to stop and linger. Access to
Trewellard to the north, and even to Carnyorth Terrace to the south, is difficult; although
there is an alternative route in the grassy path that runs through the cottages to the southeast – its status as private lane or public path is not clear. It is actually difficult to get
access into the surrounding countryside from much of Carnyorth apart from the main eastwest path through Carnyorth Terrace.

These 19th century cottages with their outhouses occupy a promient position on Carnyorth
Hill and are the last properties within the settlement as you leave the village northwards
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Granite steps and old walls, although often overgrown add to the rich texture of townscape

Houses now replace the ruins of farm buildings on the west side of Carnyorth Hill. The
lack of detailing has left these buildings with a distinctly domestic feel to them, and a
missed opportunity to refect better the former agricultural buildings on the site.
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4.5.2 Carnyorth Terrace
Carnyorth Terrace and Carnyorth Hill might be half a mile apart rather than a few yards, so
completely different are their spatial qualities. Here is a broad, tapering village green,
running up into a long green lane to the focal point of Atlantic View at the highest, eastern
end, and beyond that the fields and high moorland. It is a well defined space, dramatically
enclosed and controlled by the good quality buildings.
On the west side of the main road (B3306) there was formerly an area of mining waste and
open moorland, now reclaimed, improved and characterless and featureless. There is a
rather shapeless collection of buildings here - an old cottage row, three non-descript
bungalows, a simple, well-detailed bus shelter and, beyond them all, hollowed out of the
remaining mine dumps, a rough yard of tin sheds and trucks on the site of the old engine
houses. The starkness of the view makes the good school buildings even more of an eye
catcher from the western and southern views, particularly as its walled playground is so
prominently built up from the old level of the Moor.
Carnyorth Terrace with its long green and associated buildings survives as one of the best
pieces of industrial domestic landscapes in the St Just Mining Area. It is completely a
creation of the industrial period, and retains at least a nominal visual connection with the
fragmentary mine remains to the west; on the green there were several small buildings
and along the south edge of it, of which fragmentary remains can be seen in the southern
boundary wall. Intrusions have been made for car parking and storage into the otherwise
delightfully informal common green.
Atlantic View stands at the head of the group, rather grandly set back as becomes a mine
captain’s house. It is a relatively sophisticated granite house with tripartite sashes, bay
windows and ornamental ridge cresting. It was deliberately sited to look out over the
cottages towards Carnyorth Mine.
Two other notable houses are reputed to have been built for this mine captain’s brothers,
under-captains at the mine. These are no. 20 Carnyorth Terrace, which occupies a
prominent position by itself in a small walled garden and no. 11 Carnyorth Terrace, the
central house in the row.
Similar to these substantial double fronted houses is no. 5 Carnyorth Terrace, a prominent
end-of-row house around which the main road curves, retaining its original fenestration
(glazing bar sashes on the rear elevation), roof and boundary wall. It has a well built
workshop/outhouse to the rear, with a flight of granite steps up onto its back yard (in which
are brick footings of what may have been a large 20th century glasshouse).
The rest of the row is a mixture of single and double fronted cottages: nos. 6-9 are closely
matched, relatively small double fronted cottages seemingly built as a piece, while nos. 1519 were designed as a terrace stepped up the hill to Atlantic View. On the west side of the
road, in the lane leading to the mine itself, the short mid-19th century row, nos. 1-4
Carnyorth Terrace, shows the not untypical pattern in the area of three roughly identical
cottages attached to a more substantial house at the end.
No. 21 Carnyorth Terrace appears to be another smallholding, with a barn/stable attached
to a cottage and a small outbuilding in a walled yard. In front of this unaltered group is a
large cast iron hand pump. However, the whole group may have had a use connected to
the mine (stabling for instance) rather than being simply a smallholding.
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Now the Carnyorth Adventure Centre, the old school stands bounded by granite walls on
the west side of the road. It is a significant building in the landscape, visible across
Carnyorth Moor and when approaching from Falmouth Place. It is built in the elegant and
simple free-style of the local late 19th century Board Schools.

1-4 Carnyorth Terrace sits to the east of the main road on the track leading to the former
Carnyorth Mine. Although alterations have affected its character, and modern bungalows
sit at either end of it, it remains an important group within the conservation area.

21 Carnyorth Terrace (left) faces the main terrace (right), the informal space in front of it,
combined with its outbuildings, village pump, walls and cobbled forecourt make this a
particularly important building within the conservation area
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4.5.3 Falmouth Place
Falmouth Place is one of the most intimate and obscured places in the area. Nearby
Botallack must have been very similar in the early stages of development, but now has a
manicured and trimmed look, with new houses and bungalows in the closes. In contrast in
Falmouth Place the hedgerows are deeply overgrown, the spaces between the rows are
small overgrown greens, and parking is provided in fairly informal spaces on the side of
the road. Apart from interesting and surprising finds (sculptured figures produced by a
local artist), these greens also collect rubbish and discarded cars.
It does give an indication of how these cottages, exposed on the west to the open land and
wind coming off the sea, can actually be locally very sheltered behind the hedges and
neighbouring cottages. The views from the lanes and tracks leading west to the coastal
zone reveal Falmouth Place as standing on the edge of the former Carnyorth Moor and
built amongst mine dumps virtually as high as the buildings themselves. In many ways,
Falmouth Place relates historically to Botallack and the nearby Creswell Terrace as much
as, if not more than, to Carnyorth.
Falmouth Place, like Carnyorth Terrace, is a creation of the main industrial period, and is
composed of small rows and houses, all dating form the early 19th century. These are
comparable to those in Botallack, in that they were originally several pairs, all facing south,
with gable ends on to the lane. These small rows are like rungs on a ladder; all orientated
the same way, separated by small alleys giving access along the ends of densely and
riotously planted garden plots, all ending abruptly against the agricultural lands to the east
or the road to the west. The only path leading out into the open countryside runs past
Carnyorth Farm; its status is unclear, it runs through a working farm and does not currently
invite exploration.
Nos. 1-3, the least altered of all the groups and nos. 7 & 8 are all of this type and have
several features about them suggestive of an early 19th century date. There has been no
new building in the hamlet since the late 19th century apart from extensions, garden
sheds/workshops and some larger farm sheds at Carnyorth Farm. There is map evidence
for the loss of 2 or 3 cottages near Carnyorth Farm and on the west side of the road on the
edge of the former Carnyorth Moor.
The cottages slightly further off the main road, and especially those to the south of the
east-west lane dividing the hamlet, are somewhat later. There is an array of interesting
outbuildings which, due to the enclosed nature of Falmouth Place, can have an important
visual impact on the street scene.
Falmouth Place has suffered more than any other part of the conservation area from
unsympathetic alteration. In the most extreme case, extensions have been built on both
elevations, leading to a complete lack of form; many of the other cottages have overlarge
dormer extensions, fortunately restricted to some of the more concealed rear elevations.
The charming informality and greenness of the spaces in Falmouth Place has recently
been compromised by inappropriate, bare, harsh and intrusive areas of concrete hard
standing.
Perhaps most intrusive is the combination on a single property in the heart of the village of
overlarge extensions and intrusive landscaping and vehicle access. Quite apart from the
inappropriate scale, materials and detailing, the effect has been to interrupt and ignore the
overwhelming east-west alignments within the hamlet, to open up side views and access
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points that elsewhere are small, intimate, inviting and sheltered, to create, in effect, a tear
in the historic fabric of the hamlet.

Falmouth Place is an intimate inward looking group of terraces. The rather unfortunate
unnecessary surface treatment of the No.1 Falmouth Place, the heavy wirescape and the
effect of modern storage buildings detracts from character in this area.

Although the historic layout of Falmouth Place is well preserved the numerous alterations
and extensions to have taken place to properties are no better viewed than from the north.
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